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gender mainstreaming increased gender equality in vienna
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there is also more to be done to increase intersectionality within the built environment
.. is ‘the integration of the gender perspective into every stage of policy processes – design, implementation, 
monitoring and evaluation – with a view to promoting equality between women and men.’
Vienna was the first country to gender mainstream their architecture and urban planning to 
give everyone in the city equal opportunities 
Women are also more likely 
to ‘trip-chain’ 
Vienna caried out gender-sensitive data colection and 
identified that men and women move through the city 
diferently. 
Whereas men typicaly 
had more ‘communte 
focused’ journeys
‘Gender equal’ can often be biased towards men 
because of the GENERIC MASCULINE
The GENERIC MASCULINE is where the human is by 
default seen as male, which has implications for 
women that range from the annoying to the 
potentialy lethal 
vienna was 
successful in 
increasing 
gender equality
vienna should be 
used as a model 
for other cities
to evaluate whether.
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‘Gender Equal’ ‘gender mainstreamed’
pedestrians2/3
The redesign of parks to 
encourage the participation 
of girls
The creation of new, gender 
mainstreamed districts like 
Aspern
Women-focused cohousing 
projects of ‘Frauen-Werk-Stadt’
Barier and step free 
access to the city 
vienna created ‘fair shares in the city’
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gender mainstreaming in the built environment (1990-present)
Worlds most 
liveable city 
The works of the folowing feminist theorists 
were used to critique the ideas and the 
implementation of gender mainstreaming 
